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of page storage hierarchies 
B y A . B E N C Z Û R , A . K R Â M L I , J . PERGEL 
Introduction 
In connection with the work of operating systems or interactive data base 
systems or large program systems of any other. destination on computers with 
hierarchical memory arises the optimal page replacement problem. In two level 
storage hierarchy a reference to a page not in first level storage is called page fault. 
Optimal replacement algorithms minimize under different conditions.the average 
number of page faults. ' 
A great majority of papers devoted to this problem (see e.g. Aho et al. [1], 
Franaszek and Wagner [5], Easton [6]) assumes that the stochastic behaviour of 
the reference string is known. Therefore the algorithms proposed by them are only 
asymptotically optimal, when the probability distributions have to be estimated 
in the course of the execution of the program. 
In this paper — using the Bayesian method, which first has been applied to 
this problem by Arató [7] — we prove in two extreme cases of loss function the 
optimality of the so called "least frequently used" strategy on every finite time 
interval for reference strings with unknown probability distribution. 
Our considerations remember to the solution of the so called "two-armed 
bandit problem" (see Feldman [4]); we investigate the nature of the basic equation 
of dynamic programming (Bellman equation). 
In § 1 we give the short description of the model and the formulation of the > 
problem. 
§ 1 -
The program consists of n pages 1,2, ...,n, and m pages can be stored in the 
high speed memory and n—m pages (often the whole program) are stored on 
a slow access memory device. The reference string ..., t]t, ...} from probabilistic 
point of view forms a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables, the common probability distribution 
P,, = P,A'h = 0 . . 
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of the random variables rjt depends on a parameter w, value of which is unknown. 
The dependence on w is given as follows : the range of parameter w is the set W of 
all permutations of natural numbers 1, ..., n; w(i) denotes the one to one mapping 
of set {1, . . . ,«} realized by w. There is given a fixed decreasing sequence >/>„ 
of probabilities (p!+ •••+pn = 1) and -P;,w=Pw(o-
Following the Bayesian approach to the decision theory we assume that w 
itself is a random variable — as we have no preliminary information about the 
distribution P(t], = i) the a priori distribution of parameter w is the uniform one. 
Let us denote by Z>IjJV the set of all possible sequential decision procedures 
{d„ ...,dN_ J on a finite time interval [t, JV]. A decision d,., which depends only 
on the initial decision d0 and the observed reference string {rç^ ...,?/,'} (t'£[t,N]) 
means the subset of pages being absent of the central memory after the observation 
Of String {f/i, ..., /y,-}. 
The decision d, consists of n — m elements. By Arato 's model (case A) the 
memory can be rearranged without extra cost before each reference r]t, but a page-
fault (r]t£dt_j) increases the cost by 1 unity; i.e. the loss function has the follow-
ing form 
d f 1 if t],£d t_ u 
Xtdtl=\ (1) 
[ 0 otherwise. 
In this paper there is investigated another extreme case (case B) too : each 
change of a page increases the cost by 1 unity and tj, always must be stored in the 
central memory; i.e., the loss function has the following form 
d ^ d ^ l , (2) 
where | . | denotes the number of elements of a finite set. (Notice that if 
then Xt'-*'-1^.) 
§2 . (Case A) 
Our aim is to find the set of sequential decision procedures {da... f/ jV_r} which 
minimize the risk function 
i à x H 
(E is the expectation taken on the basis of the a priori distribution of vv.) In the 
sequel y, denotes the fixed value of rjt. 
Let 
v(yl,..-,yt,N-t)= min (3) 
(1„ •••, «¡v-lf t " t , n Vr = r + 1 / 
where Eyi Vt denotes the conditional expectation under a given string {yu ...,y,}. 
The class of functions v (yt, ..., y,, N— t) satisfies the Bellman equation (see e.g. [2]) 
~rv\y 1, •••, yt-l, 'It, 
(4) 
v(yi, —,y,-i, N-t+Y) = min Eyi ... yt_l{XÎ'-l + ( lt..., ^^t],, N-t)). 
-1 ' 
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Solving it recursively we can find the set of optimal strategies. Notice that 
v(yl, ..., yt, N—t) 'does not depend on dt..x, therefore, it is sufficient to minimize 
for every t the conditional expectation 
Eyu-.yt-iiX'''1)-
We shall prove that the optimal strategies are those for which d0 is arbitrarily 
chosen and dt consists of the n—m least frequently occured pages in the string 
{ji> •••> >'<}• Before this we prove a lemma and two corollaries of it. 
Lemma 1. Let us suppose that .the frequency f of the page / in the string 
{ j i , ..., y,} is less than the frequency f ) of the page j. Let w1 and w2 be two permuta-
tions of natural numbers 1, ..., n, and k ^ k ^ n two natural numbers. 
If 
WJXO = kt, WiO") = k2, 
w2(i) = k2, w2(j) = kt, O ) 
Wi(fc) = w2(/c) for every k ^ i,j, 
then 
P(Wl\y>l, )'t) < P{W2Ijj, ..., yt). 
Proof. On the basis of Bayes' theorem 
fllAm 
P ( y f i \ y i , - , y t ) = - ^ = 1 - n • (5) 




P{w2\yi, ...,yt) = . (6) 
2 i f p f U ) 
w(Wk = l 
The assertion of our Lemma can be obtained by comparison of (5) and (6) using 
the inequality p k 2 < p k v 
Corollary 1. If {y,+i, ••., yt+z}, O W i , 5 > t + t } are two strings (sequences 
of pages) i, j are two pages with the following properties, for every 1 
(i) if y i + Z ' ^ i J , then J w -
(ii) if yt+T- = i, then yt+T, =j, 
/ 
(iii) if yt+X'=j, , then yt+z. = i, 
(iv) the frequency f\ of the page i in the string {v,, ..., y,} is less, than the fre-
quency f j of the page j, "" 
(v) if the frequency of the page j in the string {yt+l, ..., yt+z} is greater than 
the frequency of page i, then 
P(lt+1 = yt+1, •••,rit+z = y, + z\yi, —,y,) > P(l, + i = y,+1, -,rit+T = yt+z\y1,..., yt). 
(7) 
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n ! 
Proof. The set W can be decomposed into the union of — disjoint pairs o f 
permutations {w,, u>2} of property figuring in Lemma 1. Inequality (7) can b e 
obtained by direct comparison applying Lemma 1 to every such pair. 
Remark 1. Corollary 1 means for r = l that the order of aposteriori proba-
bilities of the pages after having observed the string {y1,..., y,} is the same as the-
order of their frequencies in this string. 
Corollary 2. Let {yt+,,..., y,+t} and { j / l + 1 . . . . , j i t + t } be the same strings 
and i.j the same pages as in Corollary 1. Let A and B be two events of the algebra 
geneiated by random variables rj t+T + 1 , ..., t]N, which are invariant under t h e 
changing of /' and./ ; let /" and j' be two pages different from i and j. If 
A\B = fa,+t. = i'}, B\A = {r,t+t„ = j'} 
for a suitable r", then 
\P(l, + i = y, + i> •••>rh + T = + 
~ P ( N , + 1 = J'< + I> •••> ^F+R = y, + t,B\yi, •••> > 
> \P(*l, + i = •••,n, + z = y, + r,A\y1, ...,y,)~ 
-P(n, + 1 = Y , + 1> =y,+r,B\y1,..., J ' , ) [ . ( 8 ) 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. Inequality (8) 
can.be obtained by comparison of conditional probabilities for every quadruple 
{ivl5 WO, W3, vf4} of permutations of the following property. 
- If k1, k2, k3, k4^n are 4 different natural numbers, then 
w1(i) = k1, w1(j) = k.2, w1(i') = k3, w1(j') = k4, 
w2(i) = k2, w2(j) = k1, w2(i') = ki, w2(j') = k3, 
w3(i) = k1, w3(j) = k2, wa(i') = k3, w3{j') = k4, 
w4(i) = k2, w4(j) = w4(i') = k4, w4(/) = k3, 
and 
w1(k) = w2(k) = w3(k) = w4(k) for every k ^ k1,k2,ks,k4. 
> ' 
Theorem 1. The set of sequential decision procedures {i/0, ..., i/jy-i} which 
minimize the expected loss - ^ ' " ' j in c a s e A consists of the so called least 
frequently used (LFU) strategies, i.e. d0 is arbitrary, and for every t, d, consists of 
the first n — m least frequently used pages in the string {y1, y,}. 
Proof. Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of Remark 1 and the uni-
formity of the a priori distribution of parameter w. 
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§ 3. (Case B) 
In case B form we follow the method of comparing the expected cost of optimal 
continuations of different, decisions d, and d{ after having observed the string 
{A> •••;>'<}• Therefore, we denote by v(y^, ..., yt, dt, N—t) the risk-function 
belonging to the observations y1; ..., y, the state d, of memory at time t and the 
optimal strategy on the time interval [ /+1 , TV], i.e., 
v{ylt...,y„dt,N-t)= min ^ J J 
Our aim is to determine the set of sequential decision procedures {d0, ...', dN_ 
for which 
min e[ J X f " = min v(d0, N) 
is reached. , 
First we prove a lemma, which restricts the set of possible strategies to the so 
called demand paging algorithms. 
Lemma 2. If ri,$dt_1; d, and c// are two different decisions of properties 
(i) d, = i/(_x, 
(ii) \d't\dt\ = I > 0, 
then - ' - -
v(y1,...,yndt,N-t)^l + v(yi,...,y„d't,N-t). (9) 
Proof. There are 4 possible cases 
+ d',\dt, 
1t + i£dt\d',, 
r]l + 1£dtr\d't, 
1 ' r,l+1e{i,...,n}\(dtUd't). 
In every case it is easy to show that for an arbitrary decision dt'+1 the decision 
dt + 1 can be chosen to be equal to d,'+1 paying at most 1 extra cost. 
Remark 2. A similar assertion can be verified for /7,6^,-1- If d, and d,' are two 
different decisions with properties 
' (in) №,V t - i l = 1, 
(iv) KV/,-!! = 1, 
• (V) \d't\d,\ =1-1, 
then 
• v(yJ,...,yt,dt,N-t)^v(y1,...,yt,d'„N-0 + l - l . (10) 
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The Bellman equation for the risk-functions has the form 
v(yu -,y,-i, d,-i, N-t+1) = 
• = m i n £ y i yt_l(X?"d-* + v(y1,...,yl_1,t1„d„N-t)). (11) 
The relations (9) and (10), applying recursively equation (11), show that the 
optimal sequential decision procedures are among those which fulfil the conditions 
d, = d,_1 if r]t£dt_1 
and 
= M if tf.ed.-i- (12) 
The decision procedures of the above type are called "demand paging algo-
rithms" (see e.g. Denning [3]). 
We can deduce from the following theorem that the L F U strategies minimize 
the expected loss in case B, too. • 
Theorem 2. If d, and d,' are two different decisions for which 
d,\d't = {('}, d't\dt = {j} 
and the frequency f of the page /' in the string { j l 5 . . . , y,} is less than the frequency 
f j of the page j, then 
v{yi, ...,y„d„N-t) —>yt> d',,N-t). (13) 
Proof. The proof can be carried out by induction on 6=N—t. If 0 = 1 , then 
the assertion of Theorem 2 is an obvious consequence of Corollary 1. Applying 
the induction hypothesis for 6 = 1, ..., 9=N— 1 — t we get that the optimal decisions 
in every case are those for which d,\d,_1 is one of the least frequently 
used (in the string {yx, ..., v,}) pages of the admissible set {1, ..., n}\dt_1. 
To demonstrate the main idea of the proof of the induction step, first we briefly 
present it in the case « = 3, m = 2. Then dt= {/'}, dt' = {j\. Let us denote by k the third 
page. If then, using the induction hypothesis, it is easy to prove that for 
arbitrary outcome of f / ( + 1 , 
Hyi, •~,y,+i,dt+1, N - t - l ) S v(ylt —,y, + 1,d't+1,N-t-l), (14) 
where dt+1(d,'+1) is the optimal continuation of decision d,(d't). 
But 
EH yt(X,%Vd')^Eyi y,(X?l\l-dh 
by Corollary 1, thus using the equation (11) (Bellman equation) we get inequality (13). 
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If fk < f , then in the case t],+1 =j inequality (14) fails, therefore, we need to 
analyze the strings of the form 
(«) Vt+i = i, 1t+t'-i = h tlt+r- = k, 
(i>) »?r + l - h ...,J?i + t-i= i, Vt + z = )> 
(«') *l,+i = j, -,1t+z'-i=j, 1t+z' = k, 
(b') rjt+1=j, ...,t],+T^1=j, }]t+z = i. 
Using the same arguments as in case fk S / j i t is easy to show that af ter having 
observed a string of type (a), (a'), (b) or (br) the optimal continuation of decision 
dt has a better or equal optimal continuation than those of decision d{. Fo r cases 
(a) and (a') the increments of conditional risks for the optimal continuations of 
the decisions dt and d{ can be compared using Corollary 1. 
For the cases (b) and (b') we have to prove the inequality 
P(*lt+i = ¿bi> •••> yt)+P{lt+i = j, fr+a = i\yi, yt) + ••• 
+P(.1t+i=j, ~,>lN-i = j,tlN = i\yi, —,y,) ^ 
= P(>1,+i =j\yi, —,yt) + P(nt+i = i,*lt+s=j\yi, ...,y,) + ... 
+ P(lt+i = i, -,tlN-i= UIN =j\yu -,yt)- (15) 
Inequality (15) can be verified using Corollary 1 and the obvious relation 
P(n,+i = ibi, yJ+^+i = j, nt+i = i\yi, y,)+ ••• + 
+ PQln-l=j,V, + 2 5* i, ...,r), + z-X ^ i,1t + z = i\yU ...,y,)+...= 
= P(lt+1= i\yi, y,)+P(tl,+i = j\yi, yt) = 
= P(.1t+i=j\yi, -,yt) + P(*lt+i = h nt+z=j\yi, + 
+P0i,+i = Uit+z^j, -,1,+r-i ?ij,m+z = j\yi,..., (16) 
as (15) can be obtained f r o m (16) by leaving pairs on term f r o m the left hand side 
the other f rom the right hand side so that in each pair the left hand side term is 
greater. 
Next we give the proof of the general case. Let us denote by I the subset of 
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If | / | = 0 , then the proof is analogous to that of case A = / i for n = 3. 
. When then X f c 1 ' d ' = X ^ 1 - " ' and 
v(yi, ...,yt+x,dt+1, N - t - l ) rS y(yi, ...,-yt+l,d't+1, N - t - l ) 
by the induction hypothesis. 
For rjt+l=i, 
X f l V 1 ' = 1, x f i \ l - d c = 0 
and 
v(yi, • ••,y„ i,dl+1, N - t - l ) < v(yu ...,y„ i,d't+1, N - t - l ) . 
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Similarly, for r],+1=j, 
dt = o, x f i v d , = 1 (20) 
and by condition | / | = 0 
v<Ji, y„j, i , N-t-1) = v(yls..., y„j, d't+i, N—t~ 1). (21) 
By Corollary 1, f rom (18) and (20) follows the inequality 
Eyi yt 
which together with (17), (19), (21) and the Bellman equation proves the assertion 
of Theorem 2 in case | / | = 0 . 
Let us assume that l /MO, and introduce the mapping <P on the set of strings 
{yt+1, . . . , J ( + T } of length i (T is an arbitrary natural number, and {1, ..., «}) 
as follows 
fo+i, -,yt+x} = H{y,+i, •••,)',+*}) 
a n d f o r every I ^ T ' S T , 
y,+z' = J W if y,+z- * hi, 
yt+z'=j if y,+x-=h 
?t + t' = i if y, + z'=j-
Let us investigate the behaviour of the optimal continuations of decisions 
d, and d,' on the strings of the form 
{y, + i=j,yt + 2 5* U '...,yt+\-1 i,yt + z = i}-
There exists a x" > 1, such that for x' ^ T" the following relations are valid 
(i) dt+z,=dt+z.-1 or the unique element of has less frequency 
in the string {jij, ..., j , + t '} than the page i. 
(ii) dt'+z.=d,'+z^1 or the 'unique element of d,'+z\dt'+I^1 has less frequency 
in the string {y1, ..., y,+T'} than the page i. 
(iii) d,+z\d't+z. = {¿}, 
(iv) d't+z.\dt+z, = m 
and there is at most one in the set {1, . . . , n } \ d t ' + z which has less frequency 
in the string { j i , . . . , y,+ z-} than the page k*. The properties (i), (ii) and (iii) are 
obvious consequences of the induction hypothesis, the property (iv) can be proved 
by induction on T'. 
If the first moment x' for which property (ii) fails, is less than x, then 
d',+z\d't+T--i = {'} i-e- d't+z. = d't+z. (22) 
(Notice, that for such a x' property (/) is still valid.) 
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Therefore, K 
»tPi . ...,y,+z-,dt+z,,N-t-r') = v(y1} ...,y,+z.,d't+x.,N-t-x'). (23} 
If there is no such i ' < t for which property (») fails, and 
= m 
has minimal frequency among the pages {], ..., n}\d,'+z,, then it follows f rom the 
relation 
j>,+1 = i that d, '+t = dt+z, 
i.e., ' . v 
v(yi, ...,y,+x,d,+t,N-t-T) = v(ylf ...,yt+z,d't+t,N-t-z). 
If there exists a unique page k% in the set {1, . . . , n}\d,'+r with less frequency 
than k*, i!e., 
d't+z\d,+z = {kt}, d,+z\d't+z = {k*}, (24) 
then we have to argue more carefully, which we shall do af ter having analyzed the 
behaviour of optimal continuations of decisions d, and d{ on the strings of type 
&({y,+1 = j, y,+2 ^ '»y,+z-1 ^ i, y,+z = «'})• 
Let us denote by 3t+z and 3t'+z the optimal continuations of decisions d, and 
d,' on the string 
^ t f t t + l . - . J ' . + T»-
If for a T'<T, dt+x, and d[+z, fulfil the conditions (/') and (ii) on the string 
{yt+1, ..., yt+Z'\, then so do 3t+z, and d,'+ t . . Moreover, 
(v) d't+z. = a,+z., 
(vi) 3',+t\dt+z, = { j } , -
(vu) dt+z\a;+t. = {¿}. 
Obviously for t],+1 = i,3t+1 and 3,'+1 satisfy the relation 
v(ylt ...,yt,i,dt+1,N-t-1) ...,y„i,3't+1,N-t-l). 
But this inequality is insufficient for the proof of Theorem 2, as we have to ballance 
the difference in expected loss between the continuation of decisions dt and d! on 
the strings of type 
{Jr + i = J, y,+2 ^ U ...,y, + z-i ^ i, yt+z = i}. 
By properties (/)—(vii) , the symmetry of the mapping $ and Corollary 1 the sum 
of expected loss of continuations of decisions d, and 3, on the strings ..., yt+z} 
and <P({y,+1, ..., >'!+T}) is less than those of decisions d{ and 3,'. 
The comparison of probabilities of page faults at the moment r caused by 
decisions 4 + t - i and 3', fz_1 can be carried out analogously to the case n = 3 , using 
the identity (15). It remains to analyze the case when there exists a page k t in the 
set {1, ..., n}\d,'+ r with less frequency t h a n k * . By the symmetry of the mapping <P, 
for the string $({yt+1, ..., j ,+ t}) , - . 
2» 
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d,+z\d'l+z = {k*2} 
and 
a ; + z \ a t + z = m (25) 
(See properties (iv), (v) and relation (24).) 
Let T">T the moment of first page-fault caused by decision dt+z or 
4 + t (respectively by d't+z or 3t+z) on the string {.yI+1, y,+z, >',+ t+ i , yN) 
(respectively on {<P({yt+1, ..., y,+z+i, yN}). Since k t and k t are the 
first two pages of the set 
{1, ...,n}\(dt+T n d,'+z) = {1, ..., n}\(3t+z PI d't+z) 
least frequently used in the string {ylf . . . , yt, yt+1, ..., j ( + r } (respectively 
{ y i , . . . , y „ <i>(0>t+1, J ' t+J)} thus we get 
v(yx, ...,yt+t~,dt+t», N-t-t") = v(yx, ...,yt+z*,d't+f,N-t-x"), (26) 
. v(ylf ...,y„$({yt+1, ...,y(+r}), yt+z+1, ...,y,+T»,dt+I«,N-t-z") = 
= v{yx, ...,y„^({yt+1, ...,yt+z}),yt+T+1, ...,yt+t~,%+t~, N-t-T"). (27) 
If the page fault was caused by an event of type 
rlt+T"£dl+I fl d't+z, 
then the expected loss of the strategy {...d,\ ...,d,'+T, . . .} is greater than the loss 
of the other one. In the opposite case we can compare the common expected loss 
of the strategies 
{... d't,..., d't+z,...} and {... 3't, ...,3't+z,...} 
(respectively 
{... dt,..., dt+z,...} and {... ...,dt+z,...}) 
using Corollary 2, and we get tha t the former is greater. This last remark together 
with relations (26) and (27) completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 3. Also in case B the decision d0 can be arbitrarily chosen by the 
symmetry of the a priori distribution of the parameter w. 
Remark 4. Our all considerations remain valid for any a priori distr ibution 
in the space of all probability distributions invariant under the permutat ions of pages. 
Abstract 
Using the sequential Bayesian method the authors prove that in a two level storage hierarchy 
the "least frequently used" strategy is optimal for the page fault rate. It is assumed that the refe-
rence string forms a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with un-
known distribution. Two kind of loss function is discussed. 
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